Regarding our recent discussion attached some material in which you may be interested. In particular, please note attachment A. Our source obtained it.

Our source felt that work might be of interest to the US Government and that it should be evaluated by the Agency. The source also felt that it could be analyzed outside the context of its UFO connection if necessary to remove it from a controversial subject.

As before we are faced with the problem of having UFO related data which is deemed potentially important for the US by our SF sources evaluated. As you are aware, at the time there is no channel or working group to which we can turn for this type of analysis and dissemination. Thus, if it is acceptable to you, I will continue to periodically give you or your designee of any new or potentially important facts.
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developments which might arise from current independent scientific research on the UFO phenomena.

If you feel that [REDACTED] offers some potential we can obtain a more detailed report through our source.

Attachments:
Attachment A: [REDACTED]
Attachment B: [REDACTED]
Attachment C: [REDACTED]